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ENVIRONMENTAL EARTH SCIENCE

"Environmental Earth Science" is a new course developed at The University
of Texas at Austin by the Department oft Geological Sciences and the Science
Education Center. It is ciffered at The Universitly of Texas at Austin as

: Geology 361K and" has been tried out during the spring semesters of 1972, 1973,
1974, and 1975. Revisions have beeh mpde as necessary after each tryout. The
project within which the course has been developed has been supported by the .

National Science Foundation.

The course inclu9es lectures, discussion sessions, And individualized
Learning Carrel Lesson . Ext4na1ve use hap been made of multi-media technology
in the presentation o'J the course. Learning Carrels for individualized instruc-
tion have been especi ly designed for this program. - The lectures introduce
specific(topics, suggest protlems or queptions, ani provide b'ackground infor-
mation. The discussion sesspns provide the student an opportunity to ask
questions and clarify ideas. The dilcussion sessions alpo provide input and
feedback to the instructor. ...

roal

The Learning Carrel Lessons have been written by faculty akd graduate stu-
44nts in the geological sciences and in science education. Writ stand resource
contributors include Dr. Robert Boyer, Dr. Rolland Bartholomew, Dr. Keith Youn,
Dr. Samuel Ellison, Dr. James Underwood, Dr. David Butts, Dr. AdAson E. Lee,
David Keller, Melanie Lewis, Wayne Schade, Ann Lee, and William McLoda. Te6h-
nicians involved in production of scripts, sound, and photography were Stan
Presodtt, Lee West, Charles Geffen, and William McLoda. Artists were Jesus
Rivas, Alice 'ttnestaro, Aly Knox, and Javi4r Flores.

E h Learning Carrel Lesson consists of a set of 2 x 2 slides, an audio ,

4 cassett tape, a study guide, a script, ani, other materials necessary to the
' lesson. The study.g14.del6d script are in this booklet. Student6 may set their

own time schedule within an announced period when slides and tapes are made
available.

The student should note the list.of I.erning Carrel Lesson topics to place
in proper content the lesson in this booklet, and then read carefully the in-'
troduction, ratithale, prerequisites, and lesson objectives in the study guide..
abe student should follow the instructions in the study guide for the entire
lesaon. In some Instances, these instructions are also repeated on the audio
cassette tape. The slides and tapes have been synchronized to autdmatically
advance the slides appropriate to the audiotape. However, there is a tone
sigOal given before 'the ,phange4of eachslide so that the lesson can beaused
outside of the carrekif &gametic facilities are not available. When the
student is ready'to start the lesson, the "on".switch should be pushed. If
thf slides and tape are operated manually, loth will need-tO be turned "on."
The first slide A always a title slide'or a-blank solid colored slide. If
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. a. . I 11 era e s t tle or blank slide shoul
be on view before the tape is started. For,automWtic operation, thtslides
and tapes Will be set up by the Instructor or Proctor beforp the lesson and
between each use. It is most important to start each lesson according to
these instructions in order to provide synchronization of the slides and tape:
Remember that slides placed in the tray to be used witH-a rear view screen
are reversed from those to be used with a front view screek.

The student will be instructed by the study guide iand/or the tape to
stop at various places to carry out certain activitiies. Usually.the audio-
tape will say, "Please stop the tape now and restart only when you have
finished this exercise." Therefore, tie student should wait a few seconds
to finish hearing the instruction after the word "Stop." However, one should
not wait long enoUgh for the tone signal or automatic change to the next slid4.
This signal should be heard after you restart the tape. if the lesson is
moving too rapidly, tb: student may stop the tape and, slides,at any time to
consult the study gunk or script, but/ it is NOT POSSIBLE to -back 'up'and
re-examine a given slide without completing the entire cycle of the lesson.

It is particularly important for the student to carry out the instructions
for activities given in the study guide. In order that a /*cord may be main-
tained of"these activities,-each student should pick up a copy of the S UDENT
RESPONSE SHEET which include questions to be answered and the other act vities
requiring responses. These should be completed and turned in to the ins uctor
as required for grading, feedback for the instructor, and to provide ,41 ba s
for student interaction in the discussion group.

Each Learning Carrel Lesson is independent within the context of the course.
Some of themiprovide direct information on a given topic, but in an individualized
mode requiring some activities and thought on the part of the student. Others
place the student in a role-playing situation where some positpn must be taken
on provocative questions or issues. Others deal primarily.with applications of.
environmental information. In all the lessons, the student is expected to receive
basic information that is coordinated with the lectures, the small/group dis---
cussions,.and the readings.

c-
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ENVIRONMENTAL EARTH SCIENCE

LEARNING CARREL LESSONS

Section I: Man's Effect on Nature

111011110100Lesson 6.1: Population
Lesson 6.2: Land Use
Lesson 6.3: Urban Crisis (Field Trip)

Section II: Energy

Lesson 6.4: EnergY
Lesson 6.5: Energy Resources
Lesson 6.6: Future Projections

Section III: Processes Through Time

Lesson 6.7: Geologic Time
Lesson 6.8: Long Term Events
Lesson 6.9: Short Term Events

Section IV: Natural Resources

Lesson 6.10: Minerals
Lesson 6.11: Conflicts of Interest
Lesson 6.12: Soils
Lesson 6.13: Water

Section V: Oceanography

Lesson 6.14: Ocean Resources
Lesson 6.15: Pollution of the Oceans



STUDY GUIDE FOR LEARNINb CARREL LESSON

6.1

POPULATION

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
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Education Center
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TO THE STUDENT:

This booklet contains two sections: (1) the Student Study Guide
for this lesson, and (2) the Script or printed copy of the discussion
recorded on the .audio cassette tape.

You are expected to begin witt the printed instructiona in the
>smGui:dearAyien.nuouslrtt2 asolu....eEIIIIorh In many
instances the same or similar instructions may,glso be heard on the audio
cassette tape. Refer to the script only if you need to refresh your memory
as to something that was said. The scriirt is provided because you capnot
back up the tape if you need to review something already said .on the tape.

Specific instructions will be given in the Study Guide as to
when to start and stop the tape. Do not restart the tape u5ktil instructed
to do so in tlie Study Guide.

Questions requiring written answers should be completed on the
STUDENT RESPONSE SHEETS provided by the Instructor.

111111---
INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Read the Introduction, Rationale and Objectives for this
lesson that follows. If iou have questions, check with the Instructor or
Proctor.

INTRODUCTION:

Individuals enter the human community by birth and they le4Ve (
it by death; at certain points in life they may generate sons and daugh-
ters. From these simple observations followS the entire process of.the
increase and decline of human populations. Whether death.occurs on the
average at 30 years or at 70, whether a woman bears two children or three
on the average--such facts determine whether populations grow or,remain
stationary, and whe-0-leir the planet as a whole.becames overloaded and/
deteriorates or remains hospitable to human societies.

The purpose of this particular program is twofold: (1) to

/iiive you some information about human populations, and () to encourage
you to make some personal decisions about "the population problem."

During this lesson you will be requested to answer questions
-in this-Study Guide. THESE QUESTIONS ARE NOT A'TEST. Each question is
intended to focus your attention on an important part of the lesson
presented in the program, Your involvement in answering the questiOns
will determine to a great extent how much you learn from this lesson. .

1
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RATIONALE:
11

1

eel

How many people there are on this planet determines the amount
of pollution)and the speed gt .14tIch natural resources are used up. Over-
population may increase pollution and decrease our ngtural resdurces. It
also lowers the aesthetic level of life.

e) If.overpopulation is a problem, it is your rsponsibility as a
member of the population (as a human being) to help'sole the problem. To
do this, you must study the factors that control-popuiation growth or decline
and what may be done to maintain a suitable.populatialevel,

OBJECTIVES OF THIS LESSON:

At bhe of this lesSon you should be able to

1. name iactors which contribute to human ove opulation

2. identify the possible consequences of human o erpapulation

3. lkscribe thb relationships between'a country's economic
. .

development, and population groWth rate

4. apply the rule that growth .rate is the difference between
biithrate and deathrdte

5. define Zero Population Growth
I

6. state two reasons why a stable 0.S, population shotild
result 'in a higher U.S. starldard of living than a

.growing populaV.on

7.., idelify the implication of/the relationship among
(1) the U.S. standard of living, (2) U.Sb population
growth, (3) depletion oil natural resources

11101111100 INSTRU4IONS:

2. Start t4e au#io.passette tape and slides (for manually operated
slide carousels, be sure tfte slide on the screen is the title slide or the blank
colored slidelin slot number one. Otherwise, the 'sl.ides and tape will not be
synchronized). L1stb9 to the tape and view the slides until refererice is made
,to 'kuestion l Then STOP1THE TAPE AND SLIDES. -

/-)
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gat.21-u.211.1

List factors that you think have contributed to human
(USE STUD.ENT RESPONSE SHEETS)"

11111
INSZAUCTIONS:

.

overpopulation.

3. Restart the audio cassette tape. Listen to the tape and
view the slides until reference is made to question 2. Then STOP THE
TAPE AND SLIDES.

4

question 2

List what you think are some possible consequences of human overpopulation.
(USE STUDENT RESPONSE SHEETS)

*view

TAPE

11

INSTRUCTIONS:

4. Redtart the audio cassett4 tape. Listen4

the slides until reference is made to question 3.
AND SLIDES. Answer question 3 and also questions

questiov

to the tape and
Then STOP THE
4, 5, 6, and 7.

Transylvania has an annual birthrate of 15/1000 and an annual death-
rate of,9/1000. A birthrate of 15/1000 means that each year 15 babies
are born for every 1000 citizens of Transyfvania, and a deathrate of
9/1000 means thpt each year 9 people die for every 1000 citizens of
Transylvania. Nhat is the annual population growth rate? (USE STUDENT
RESPONSE SHEETS).

a
-

+,
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4uestion 4

(I) .

The country of Tro land was underdeveloped until 50 years ago. Since
then it has received medical andmaaomic aid from the United States.

. (1) Which-graph would toot likerraTscribe the growth rate 50 years
, ago? (2) Whichr of the following graphs tould you expect most accurately

describes Tropland's cuyent birthrate and deathrate? (USE STUDENT. RESPONSE_SHEET)

)0

40

1(,/1000

9/1000
#

Births Deaths

(A)

50

00

50 47/1000

12/1000

40

30

m 20
8

10

35/1000

Births Deaths_

1 0

C )

.

Births

(B

Deaths
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question 5

ect ansWertsI on your STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET.

'Zero Population rowth (ZPG) is a term which d;scribes a population

. ' question 6

in whic babies are born

in whieg nobody dies

in which the birthrate equals the deatfirate

which is composed of only adults

which does not increase or decrease

Check the correct answer(s) on your STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET.

A stable U.S. population (ZPG) would result in a higher U.S. standard.of
living than a 'growing U.S. population would because

people would save more money
Ai

inflation is good for the country's economy

real estate values ould go up

there would be roportionately fewer children
financially dependent on parnts

question 7

5

Vhe :United States and India are two countries on the planet Earth. Most -

Americans have cars and electrically-lighted and heated homes. A large'
number of Indians live in mud huts and are undernourished.

"ill'he American population ik growing at the rate
whiLawftdia's population is expanding at an
American experts are advising the Indian
fast a rate. The Indians reply tat it !Olt e
who should be curbing their po. id a ,.n growth.

of onepercent or less a yea?'
ual rate ot three percent.
they are reproducing at too
Americans, not themselves, )

nive two reasohs why the Indi ns might be right. .(USE STUDENT RESPONSE.
SHEEP) A

;3
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You are now ready to play

escr
event
Your
Learn

of -the genie.

6

( 41,

game called PEOPLE.- Reit the following descrip-, t

PEOPLE

t The objedt of the game PEOPLE is to predict what effect certain
have.on the population growth rate of the country of Grokland.

tions will be made on the.baSis of what you have learned from this
arrel Lesson. e

You are ven tiA following information about Grokland. Grokland is a devel-
oping country; it is also Catholic. At the beginning of the game, its popula-
tion growth rate is very large as shown by the graph below. The arrow in the
graph below will be reproduced on the slides as below to illustrate the base
from which.a given ohange might occur as a,result of a specific event.

Irq

50

Popullation Growth Rate
cd a

. 30 1 20/1000

2
xi xi

(r11,

lo

o

.Btrths Deaths

'On the tape, you will be informed of events,which occur in Grokland. You will
have seven seconds to redict the effect of that event n the oulation trowth
rate.

You will he.}ie five choices; the.population growth rate will react in one of
the following ways: decrease a lot, decrease a little, stay the same, incredse

w a little; increase a lot.

Yov ar to mark an X in the square corresponding to your prediction.

Example: Black Plague epidemic
""'"-

If you predicted that thelliack Plague epidemic would decrease the population
growth rate a-lot, you would have placed an X in the squgre indicated above,

12
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1

INSTRUCTIONS:
4

5.. If you have questions about how to,play the game, ask the
Proctor. Then when you are ready to .begin, re!kki..j-the.
and place dh X-in the bp on the score sheet during the seven seconds allotted .

aftç the description o each eVerrn 120 NOT,MARK IN THE SPACES BELOW. USE
41, SEPAE4TE .PEOPLE SCORk S EET

.

.1

4

V.

dr-

PEOPLE GAME SCORE SHEET

lsts, Event:. Malaria eradicated

1 increase
!of I litte same I yttle I ot

2. Event: Cancer cure discovered

5. Event: Strong govergment Aairth" control program

4.; Event: Pope denounces birth tontrol program

.

5. Evnt: -Childtax

4

4.

Event : War

;At.

I .t itt e same? itt
7. Eirent: Peace and pr ayer1ty

en.

13
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN smy GUIDE-
.

cosTION 1 Answers

-development of tQols
development of agriculture
longer human life span
medical advances
industrial revolution
peace -

You may have thought of soMe more factors which aren't listed here.

WESTION 2 Answers

behavior changes
croWding
depletion of resources
epidemics
lack'of food ,

pollution
war

You may have thought of some more factars which aren't listed here.

WESTION 1_,Answers

t

6/1000 is the growth rate of Transylvania. Population growth rate is the
difference between birthrate,and deathrate.

WESTION 4 Answers

1. (C); 2. (B)

WESTION 5 -Answers

in whiA the birthrate equals the deathrate
which does npt increase or deorease

WESTION 6 Answers

pebple would Save more money
thpre would be propartionately fewer children .finanCially dep;ndent -on parent

QUEUION T Ansvers
.

.

cly Americans' 14gh standard of living is depleting natural resources at'a
much faster rate than the Indians.

. .'
(2) Americans (tt thair high standard o; living) are polltingoo environment, ..

much more than ara the Indiana.
,

1 4
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GLOSSARY
4

arithmeticaly: a progression in which there is equal spacing between
divisions; example--2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, etc.

behavioral sink:, an area in which social deterioration occurs due to
extreme crowding.

birthrate: the ratio between numtier of births and number of individuals
in a specified populatioyfland period of time often expressed
as number of live births per thousand population.

deathrate: the ratio between number of deaths and number of individuals
in a specified population ahd period of time; often expressed
as number of deaths'per thousand population..

demography: the statistical study of the characteristics of human Opula-
_-tions especially with reference to size arid density growth, dis-
triblrop, migration and vital statistics and the effect of all
thee on social and economic conditions.

kiometrically:
immed
4, 8,

a progression in which the ratio of each item tb the One
tely preceding it is always the same number; example--2

195, 32, 64, etc.

Maithusian food production can only grow arithmetically, while
population explodes geometrically. Therefore, there must-eventually'
come a time when the population becomes larger than the food
necessary to feed it. At this point, famine oecurs.

population: -the whole number of,people or inhabitants occupying a specific
...geographical locality.

Zero Population Growth (ZPG).: a population growth rate of zero. ZPG has
the f011oiring characteristics: (1) thq,birthrate equals the
deathrate, and (2) the average number ofchildren per Tamily'is
around 2.

5
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.SCRIPT FOR LEARNING CARREL LESSON
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POPULATION
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"POPULATgON" Learning Carrel Lesson 6.1

I.

Photo`of
the planet
Earth

./

Four,billion human beings live on the planet Earth.

4,

.3 I

Photo of
crowd of
people

1

If human reproduction continues at the cUrrent rate,
there will be six billion human beings in only thirty
years..'However, the Earth wasn't always so crowde&

Drawing,of
early meri'

It all started'hundredi of thousands of years ago.
Early man and his family faced the same dangers as
other animals: fire, predators, and famine.

1 8
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5

Drawing of
an early man

As a result, his life span was less than half of what
we enjoy today. A delicate balance between himself and
nature was maintained, butas time went by, man changed.

6

Drawing of
3 early men

- standing by
a fire

His thumbs, his posture, the site and.
brain. As these changes occurred, he
tools.

the shape of his
started-making

7

-71

Drawing -of

early
hunters

Getting food and defending himself became easier,'and
he faired much better than his ancestors. The balance
of nature had been changed. He leTirned.to plant seeds,
harvest his crops, and stored a portion of hid'yield
for later periods of need.

401''

Drawing of -

a straw
dwelling

Constructing permanent dwellings became feasible for
the first time, resulting in-an even more prosperous
and comfortable life.



Men using a
harnessed cow
to cultivate
land

L r
He continued to make more tools and to refine his
farming techniqueS.

3

M8ther weaVing
with child
watching near-

bY

His life span increased. He learned faster and made
greater advances while his numbers continued to grow,
and grow.

Drawing of an
.early American
settlement

/

Some areas began to get a little crowded. A few bad
plagues and a famine or two made enormous dents in the

population, but,the survivors quickly fille4 the ranks.

gr.

'Small girl
working in
ctor,

.
. ,

:Man continued to make machines and tools. The industrial

/
revolution and mass production arrived. Mote

*

oods and
, services were produced than ever before:,
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Photo of an
early auto-
mobile factory

AO

and industry called upon an ever growing population for
labor and marketC

Drawing of it

child being
given a shot

A

Great strides were made in the field of medicine. More
children survived infancy, fever women died in childbirth,
causing the population growth rate to increase'sharply.

at

, War
Scene

Occasional wars slowed the population growth in some
puts of the world.

:}±

PhotO of
sailor leaving .

shlp via the
porthole.

oMMIlmo

But it always pirsed up again when the soldiers
came homei"'
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Photo of a
stel'refinery

f ,

c I )
\ ., ,/ ,.4

% a

The period since.World War II has bi!Anl one of
unprecedented growth in industry and business ...

Ii

5

.18 I

Photo of ho
pital nurser

and in babies. The'disadvantages and dangers of too
many people occurred to verylfew.1

Answer Question 1. Please stop,the tape and restart
when you have completed your answer.

19

1___

Chart titled:

"Mathusian
Theory:

Aslearly as 17981. an. Ehglish.clergyman named Thomas'
Malthus theorized that food prodUction can only.grow
arithmetically,while population explodes geometrically.
As a result, he predicted large famines in areas.where
a growing population surpassed ita ability to produce
food.

Combines
harvesting
whtat (photo)

t.
S.

,
However, the capacity of the earth to produce food has
proven flexible. New strains of seed, improved fertiliier,
and better harvesting methods constantly increkse our yield
tram agriculture.

22



21

Phot 9f
ocean

Others look to the sea for a bpundless supply of
food and nutrients.

22

Crowded city
street

6

But despite past sti:ccesses at feeding our peoples; many
experts feel our numbers have alreadylgrown too large.

Photo of two
very under-
nourished

children

-1 1'

Photo Of an

t,

Too'many people do create problems,.and the most
apparent one is the lack of'food. Dr. Paul Ehrlich,
author of The Population_Bomb, has predicted'

elderly man
titled e
"1970-1985"

"Sometime between 1970 and 1985, the world will undergo
vast famines .. hundreds of millions of,p'eople are going

fto.starve'to death."
.#

. 3
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25

Slide titled
"Overcroiding"

11,
S.

(D

But even if famines do nbt occur, we are still
facecl.with the consequences of overcrowding people
and property.

26

Photo of a
modern auto-
mobile factory

r

In the United States,
are multiplying three
anerfive"times faster

the number of automobiles
times faster than pebpie,,
than the highways,

27

Photo of a
traffic jam resulting in,unpreCedented traffic jams.

S.

J.

28

Photo of
camper and
mobile home.

park

I.

During the'summer months, our-national parks be6ome
outdoor slum areal, packed with 50,000 campers a day.

v
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Photo of a
crowded
university
campus

r-I [
Photo of baby

thice

. 8

1.

Universities are overcrowdid. Students are identified
by number instead of by name.

In a study using rats, John Calhoun found that startling
behavior changes occur under extreme crowding conditions& ,

These changes ranged from sexual deviation to candibalism,

tet.

31

and from frenetic overactivity to pathological
withdrawal. Among female rats, the number of

Photo of baby miscarriages increased and nest-building ability,
mice (differon deteriorated.
perspective).

Young rats were abandoned and left tO-die. Dr. Calhoun
developed & term for the social deteri6ration occurring
under extreme crowding:

32

PhotOof baby
mice (another
perspective)

. I

he calied it "behavioral sink.
, .

2 5-
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t'

Photo of gas
station

Jr

Overp6pulation has other. harmful effeCts on our
environment. Large populations use Up their
natural-,resources more quickly than small
populations.

.11

9

Photo of a
rural water
tank

The more people there are in a town', the faster its
freshwater supplies are used up.

0#

35

_1

Slide titled:
"Pollution"

More peopleequal more cars, which mean more air
pollution.

36J.
Photo of a -

sewage pipe.

:

kr '

More-peo le prolluce more-serge, and more sevage
meuMb mor water pollution.

2031 x
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Slide titled: Crowded population), also mean a greater chance of
"Epidemics" disease and epidemics. ip

1, 'Photo of sol..."

Mi.ert with gun
Ana a grocery
store

fl

Some predict vast tood wars vith nation fighting
nation just to fill empty bellies.

4

1
Photo of an'
atomic
explosion

At.

Food wars could trigger World War III, and the
possible extinction of the'human race.

Please answer Question 2. Pleale stop the tape
fnoV and restart when you have completed your answer.

r:

40

'Two photos:

baby/cemetary
Mkt,

1
IS

Every second four babies are 'born into the world, and
tWo people die. This means that there are almost 8,000
more bum= beings living on this planet every hour.



l'hoto of a
crowd of people

Obviously", there would be no population explosion if
the deattirrate of nations kept up'with the soaring
birthrate. Actually, it's not that people are being
born at a faster rate-than centuries ago; they're
just living longer.

Slide titled
"Zero Popula-
tion Growth"

Slide titled:
"Population
Projection for

-2060"__,

I

Zero Population Growth IJis a term which means no change in
the size of a population. One wiy to achieve Zero
Population Growth is for each individual to reproduce
only one person to replace himself when he dies.

I.

The,impact of different
illustrated here. If a
in the United States ty
year 2060, three people
.if a three-child.family
be seven peopfe in 2060

birth rates is dramatically.
two-child family were achieved
1975, ye would have by ihe
ilor every two now. In contrast,
were maintained, there would'
for every two now.

44

ning"
" t
Slide titled:
Family Plan-

.T,

Family planning and birth control measures have begun
around'the world to combat the threat of oVerpopUlation.

2



Photo of
in Barbados

Photo of .woman

and child

12

One outstanding success is Barbados, an.island in .

the Carribean. Like thivreet of Latin America, it
is denselY pdpulated and poor.

)0'

But dile to family planning, Barbados has the lowest,,
birth rate in the Western Hemisphere ... just eight
tenths of one percent.

47

Photo of large
family

The United States has not been a leader in.the field
of birth and population control.

48

PU4to of an
exploctant
mother. The
aide is title

,"2.17"

despite;very ittle encouragement from officials,
American womern are now bearing an all-time low average
of 2.17.children. This is below the figure required
to achieve a U.S. Zero Population Growth. This decline
is due to several distinct factors.

2 9
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Photo of
oral contra-
ceptive pills

.11.1.

13

One has been the development of oral contraceptives,
better known ars- "The

50 r
.

, Photo of
woman computer
operator

Another factor is increased educational anejob
opportunities for women. .

.s.

51

Photo of a
two-child
family out-
doors

The third factor has been a rising standard of living
for all Americans. It is all-ell-documented fact that
the rich have fewer children than the poor.

Please answer Question 3. Stop the tape and restart
orhen you have completed your answer.

Photo of two
children:
affluent/poor

1

As you saw earlip, the country With the highest
standard of living uses up the most natural resourced.
It has been estimated tOst each United States citizen
uses up 25 times the natural resources consumed byone
citizen of Inaa. This distarepancy4s_1ncreading all
the time.

30
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Slide titled:
"Increase in
11-.S. Gross

thetional Pro-

duct - 1910-
---1 0"198 J

N I

S.

1k .

During the sixties; the United States population increased
13 percent while goods and services produced increased
60 percent.

This means depleti n of natural,resources also increased
approximitelyk,601cent.

Photo of fill
tory discharg-
ing pollution
into the air

Because of the correlation betlieen standards of living
and pollutiosi, some ecologistesay Earth's atmosphere

-simply could not tolerate the pollution that would result
if the rest of the world wire raised to a United States'
standard of living.

1" ;:ot

441.116:-.

,;

55

Ptioto of a

family camping

(

Current trends indicate that the standard of living
in.thih country will continue to rise at least in
the near future: Shorter workweeks are not far away,
and afore vacationers will.flood national parks and.
resorts.

S.

41,,mac..56

1

Seine of a
crowded high-'
war

. o

1

V10.1111p

,

V4i

One-car families will become two-car families, and
then thr4e-car families. Air pollution from car
emissions will increase.

31
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Photo of crowd
of people

4.

,Despite the miny.,disagreemerits over causes and
. consequences of the problem, it is obvious that

Zero Popdation 6rowth is the ultimate goal. Any
growth rate, if continued, will eventually use up
the ear*

4

15

58

Small child
getting,a ,

drink from
water faucet.

(photo)

1--

Someone has put.it this way ... "If the sink is
pverflowing,\do you turn off the faucet, or run
for the mop?"

5

59

Slide.titled
"PEOPLE"

1 1-

We are now going to play a game called PEOPLE. Your
success at this game will depend on how much you
have learned in the Learning Carrel lesson.

1111.000

Slide titled:
"Population
Growth Rate of
Grokland"

T.

The object of this game is to predict what'effect certain
events will have on the population gTowth rate of the
country of Grokland. ,RemeMber, population growth rate is
tho difference between the number of birtAs and the number
of deaths..jot the -*Umber of births exceeds the number of,
deaths, the population is.growing. If the deaths exceed
the births, the soclation is shrinking.



Population
Growth Rate ..

decreasing
stable

For,each event, you must make ono of the following
i-esponses: The population growtte rate ls decreasing,
the population growth rate remains the same, or the
population growth rate is increasing. Xou have seven
seconds to dhoose your'answer for each event.

1,6

62

Slide titled:
"Malaria,

Eradicated"

a

For eXample, DDT has been used,to kill all malaria-bearing
mosquitoes. Malaria had previously killed one-fourth of
all children under six. What effect will this have on

A Grokland's population growth rate?

63

"Effect of
Malaria Eradi-
cation on the
Population
Growth
Rate"

'The lidrth rate wfil not change, buttthe death rate is
greatly reduced. Therefore, there are many more births'
than deaths,-and the population growth rate has increased
a lot. Now, here's your'first event.

Slide titled:
"Cancer CUre ,

Discovered"

n

A cure for cancer has been didcovered. 1y/hat erfect
does this have on the population growth rate?

i.j



"Effect of
Cancer Cure"

1

This should reduce the death rate a little. Since'
mainly older ,ditizeng past their reproduction stage
are affected by cancer, this should not affect the
birthrate. The overall effect is.a'slight increase
in the population growth rate.

Ww..-....e....
66

U.
1---

Slicfe titled:

"Strong Govern-
ment Birth Con»
trol Program"

1"-1

A veri successful government birth control program ,

is introduCed in Grokland. What will be the effect
of this on the country's population growth rate?

34.

.4,.

67

"Effect of

ment Birth Con-
trol Program

Strong Govern- The birthrate should come tray down, but the death rate
will not be affected. Thellpopulation growth rate, there-
fore, will decrease a lot.

4

68

Slide titled:
"Pope Denoun-
ces Birth Con-
trol Program"

41.

Sf,

life Pope makes a-4ecial trip.to-Gi.okland-t'a publicly
denounce the birth control program. How will this affect
the population growth rate? Oh yes, Grokland is a
predominantly Catholic country.

3 4
c::,.
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"Effect of P6pe
Denouncing
girth ContrOl
-Program"

C.

iSine there.are many Catholici in Grokland, we can
safely assume that some couples will be persuaded to
discontinue the use of birth_pontrol techniques, and
the birth rate will againyfie. This will result in
at least a mall increase of the population growth
rate.

18

70

Slide titled:
"Child Tax"

fte

In response to the Pope's trip, the Grokland federal
government has treated a child tax. This means that
every child born to a co(iple who already have at
least two children will cost his parents $1,000 in

1

extra taxes. How will this child tax affect the
population growth rate?

71

"Effect of
Child Tax"

Although we cannot
a few Groklanders'
their consciences;
will be continued.
growth rate a lot.

be sure, we Alpredict that)quite
pocketbooks will hurt worse than
and the use.dof birth control materials,
This will again reduce the population

72

1.

4.

..1M!

Slide titled: Alwar.betwiten Grokland and its neighboring country
°War" breaks out. How does W.s affect the population

/ growth rate?

4



13

"Eftect of Deathi duAng artime increase greatly, -due to bes 3
War with r and battle fa antic's. Since husbasids and wives are
Neighboring

I
.:. separated, th birthrate goes way dowp. The death-

Country",
I rate is much greater than.the b1rthrate, apd the

1 . I

population growth rate has been decreased a lots.

(t. 714

Slide titled:
"Peace and Grokland wins the war, and peacedand prosperity reign.
Prosperity" How does this affect the population growth rate?

75

....110.0.

"Effect of
Peace and
Prosperity"

The proverbial baby boom follows the war. Therefore,
the birthrate is up. The wartime deathrat6 is way
down. -Births are OhCO again greater than deaths, and
suddenly the population growth rate has increased a lot.

76

"The End Of
This' Lesson"

36
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STUDENT RESPONSE SHEETS
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LESSON (6.1: POPULATION

STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET

Question 1: List factors that you think hlive contributed to human over-
.population.

Question 2: List what you think are some possible consequeffees of human
overpopulation.

qt.. 00"

Question 3: Transylvania has an annual birthrate of 15/1000 and an annual
deathrate of 9/1000. A birthrate of 15/1000 means that each year 15 babies
are born for very 1000 citizens of Transylvania, and a deathrate of 9/1000
means that each year 9 people die for every 1000 citizeas 0 Transylvania.
What is the annual population growth'rate of Transylvania?

.

17t.::FtrA777-7.7.;7777.7t*F.77.1.;,..".4-..?

3 8
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unow 6.1: POPULATION'
J .

STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET

Question 4k. The country'of.Tropland was underdeveloped until 50 years %go. .
Since then it has received medical and economic aid from the United States.
(1) Which graph.would most likely describe the growth rate 50 years ago?
(2) Which Of the follOwing graphs would yoUixpect most accurately describes
Tropland'8'currer4 birthrate and deathrate?

4

A

Birth:4 Deaths

Births loathe;

(c)

61,3t:
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LESSON 6.1: tPOPULATION

STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET

Question Check the correct answer(s)'.

Zero PopulatiOn Growth (ZPG) is a term which describes a population

An which no babiesare born.

-in which-nobody dies

in-which-the birthrate equals the deathrate

111

which is composed of only adillts

which does hot increase or decrease

Questipn 6: Check the correct answer(s)

41

-A, stable U.S.:population (ZPG) would result ip e higher U.S. standard of
living than a growingli.S. population would because

people would save more money

inflation is good for the,country's.economy

real estate values would go up

there wobld be proportionately fewer children
financially dependent on parents

Quation 7: The United States and India are two countries on the,planet
Earth. Most Americans htOre cars and electrically-lighted and heUted homes.
A large number of Indians live in mud huts and are undernourished.

The American population is growing at the rate of one percent or less S.
while India's population is expanding at an annual rate of three percent..
AmericAp experits,are advising, the Ihdians thatsthey are reproducing at too ,*
fast &agate. ViOndians reitbr tii4 Wigs the*Amerinans, not themselves,

,alp shouldd:4 curbing their pppulation growth.

Give two reasons why the Indians might be right.

&
1.

0

,,`
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LESSON 6:1: 'POPULATION

. ,mut- GAME SCORE SHEET
0

On the tape, you-v:141. be informed of events which occur in Grokland. You will
have Brien sec d'to 'react the effect of th event on the o ulation, rowth. .

. .

rate.
A 4.

.

YOu will have five-ahoicek ihe'populati2n
; following ways: decrease'a lot,ofiecrease a

little, increase a lot. You'are t.o mark an
your prediction. ,.

.

940
Eirent; Malaria eradicated

roedecrease

lt, 1 little I same I little
<-4..., incr

growth rate will react intone of the
little, stay the same, increase a
X in the square corresponding to

2.. Event: Cancer cure discovered

Event:

"""1 decreasel_ increase
lot I *# little icime

Strong.government birth,control pr?gram

I. Event: Pope denounces birth cOntrol program

5. "Event: Child tax

1+.0.-dpciltaset :

lot iitt)e iome
6. Event/ War

eft

R increav
lit4e I tot,

rentz Posoelknd prosperity

A


